CHOKEHOLD (COCKED 'N' LOADED)
As recorded by Children of Bodom
(From the 2003 Album HATECREW DEATHROLL)

Transcribed by Antti Rantala; Keyboard Solo 1
Transcription/Guitar and Keyboard
Corrections: mortem_non_superbire

Transcribed by Guitar: Antti
Rantala; Keyboard Solo 1
Transcription/Guitar and Keyboard
Corrections: mortem_non_superbire

Words by H.T. Blacksmith, A. Laiho, and A. Kuoppala
Music by Alexi Laiho
Arranged by mortem_non_superbire

Tune to Standard D: DGCFAD. All strings dropped 2 half

A Intro
\[ \text{\textbf{N.C.:}} \text{\textbf{12th fret hardly}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Gtr I}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{T}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{A}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{B}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Use a very deep}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Gtr II}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{T}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{A}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{B}} \]
Keyboard Interlude
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Rhythm Interlude

N.C.

(2nd time) D.S.S. al Dbl. Coda

Only played the first time